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Abstract 
Under CH there is a thin-tall locally compact scattered space which is homeomorphic to 
each uncountable closed subspace. This construction partially answers a Boolean algebraic 
question of Matti Rubin. 
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Matti Rubin has raised the question of which uncountable Boolean algebras are 
homeomorphic to each uncountable homomorphic image. The topological transla- 
tion is: which Boolean spaces are homeomorphic to each uncountable closed 
subset? Clearly wi + 1 is homeomorphic to each uncountable closed subset, as is 
the one-point compactification of the discrete topology on w,. Are there any other 
examples? 
It is easily seen that any examples must be scattered. Monk and Weese have 
narrowed down what such examples must look like, e.g. they know the possible 
Cantor-Bendixson invariants. Gruenhage has pointed out that it is an easy 
consequence of work of Balogh, Dow, Fremlin and Nyikos that under PFA there 
are no compact examples other than the ones in the paragraph above. By 
considering one-point compactifications, it is equivalent to consider whether there 
are locally compact examples. Shelah has constructed, under 0, a thin-tall locally 
compact countably compact scattered example which is, in fact, an Ostaszewski 
space. The purpose of this paper is to prove the existence of a thin-tall locally 
compact scattered example under just CH. 
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Theorem. Assume CH. Then there is a thin-tail, locally compact scattered space 
homeomolphic to each of its closed subsets. 
Remark. This space is a variant of the Kunen line, built on a Luzin subset of 2”. 
Because it is a Kunen line it is hereditarily separable, perfectly normal, realcom- 
pact, and fails to be countably compact. (See [3].) 
1. Some notation 
The space we construct will be a locally compact scattered refinement of the 
usual topology on 2”, and we will be interested on the interplay between the usual 
topology and the finer topology. Hence the following notation will be useful. 
LCS spaces. We abbreviate “locally compact scattered Hausdorf’ by LCS. 
If X is a topological space, then X0 =X, X0 = @, and, for each ordinal (Y, X(a) 
is the set of isolated points of X*, where X* = X\X,, X, = tJ P < ,X(p). 
For any space X, ht X is the least (Y so that X((Y) = @. If X is scattered we can 
define the function ht : X + ht X as follows: ht x = p iff x E X(p). 
The point x is a top point of a set E iff x E E and, for all y E E, ht y < ht x. 
An LCS space X is thin-tall iff ht X= w1 and I X((Y) I = w for each (Y < wr. 
Refinements of the Cantor space. We denote the usual topology on 2” by p. 
If XC 2“’ and T is a topology on X refining p, then we denote (X, 7) by X, 
and (X, p) by XP. If Y cX, then Y, is the relative topology of Y under 7, Y, is the 
relative topology of Y under p. “2”“’ will always denote the space under its usual 
topology. 
(Warning: this gives rise to such notations as (X,(a)),, the cvth level of X, 
under the p-topology; and (X,1,, the first (Y levels of the scattered space X,. To 
avoid confusion, we reserve 7, 4, p for topologies.) 
Given a space (X, 41, and a set A cX, we say A is $-compact iff A is compact 
under the topology 4; A is &nowhere dense iff A is nowhere dense under the 
topology 4; etc. Similarly, a point is +-isolated iff it is isolated under 4; and so on. 
General topology. Recall that a subset of a space is called Luzin if its intersection 
with any nowhere dense set is countable. 
We call a subset Y of 2” &thick in X, iff Ycint,cl,Y. For the rest of this 
paper, we write “thick” for “p-thick in the space 2”“. 
The symbol z denotes homeomorphism. 
2. Basic facts 
Here are some elementary facts which underlie the construction: 
_ If Xc 2” and r is a topology on X refining p then any T-compact set is 
compact under p. 
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- Every countable p-compact set is p-nowhere dense. 
- Every countable thick set has no p-isolated points, hence is p-homeomorphic 
to Q. 
- Thickness is transitive: if X c 2” is thick and Y is thick in X,, then Y is thick. 
- If Y is thick and E is p-nowhere dense, then Y\E is thick. 
- For all Y, either int,Y = (d or int,Y is thick. 
- If X, Z are subsets of 2” which are p-homeomorphic under f, and Y is thick 
(respectively p-nowhere dense) in X,, then f[Yl is thick (respectively p-nowhere 
dense) in the relative topology of Z. 
3. The Kunen line 
Recall the generalized construction of a Kunen line: By CH we enumerate all 
countable subsets of a first-countable space of size wi. In this paper, that space 
will be 2”. We also enumerate the space itself. At stage (Y we have a new topology 
on {x0: p < a) refining the old one. We consider the first (Y countable sets, (DP: 
p <a}, and the ath point, x,. Without loss of generality, each DP c Ix,: 6 <a). 
We find a sequence t c {xp: /? < cu) converging (in the original topology) to x, 
which infinitely often intersects each DP for which x, E cl,( DP \ {x,)>, /3 < CY. We 
then attach to each y E t a compact open neighborhood H, in the new topology, 
so the H, are pairwise disjoint and discrete. Let U = lJ y Et H,. A basic open 
neighborhood of x, is then any set of the form 
{x,1 ” (u fl (UK)) 
where K is compact in the new topology, u is p-clopen, and x, E U. 
We need some definitions to codify the Kunen construction: 
If Xc 2” and r is a topology on X refining p, we say that X, is pre-Kunen. 
If X, is uncountable pre-Kunen and, for all A E [X]O, Xn [cl,A \cl,A] is 
countable, we say that X, is Kunen. 
4. The idea of the proof 
We will construct a Kunen line X, with X Luzin so that the following goals 
hold: 
Goal A. If Y is uncountable r-closed thick then Y, =X7. 
Goal B. Zf Y is uncountable r-closed and Z is a p-nowhere dense subset of Y, then 
there is a p-nowhere dense r-clopen set E with X n cl,Z c E and E, z (E n Y),. 
Why this works. Suppose Y is uncountable r-closed c X. Let Z = Y n cl,Y\ 
int,cl,Y. Z is p-nowhere dense. By goal B, let E be r-clopen p-nowhere dense 
with X n Z c E and E, = (E n Y),. Since X is Luzin, E is countable. X/E is 
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uncountable thick T-closed. Y\E is uncountable thick r-closed. By goal A, 
(Y\E), E X z (X\E),. Since E is T-clopen, Y f~ E is relatively T-clopen in Y, and 
we are done. 
More remarks. Our proof will proceed by looking at countable approximations to 
our final space X. For goal A, we will also look at countable approximations to 
uncountable r-closed, thick subsets. We will construct homeomorphisms between 
these approximations which are not only r-homeomorphisms, but also extend in a 
canonical fashion to p-homeomorphisms of the p-closures. This is not completely 
unreasonable, given the following facts: 
(1) Any two compact subsets of 2” with no isolated points are homeomorphic. 
(2) (Mazurkiewicz, Sierpinski) Any two countable compact spaces with the same 
Cantor-Bendixson invariants are homeomorphic. 
Goal B is considerably easier than goal A, and that’s what we take up next. 
5. Everything except goal A 
Here we indicate how to get the space Luzin and how to meet goal B. 
For the next two lemmas, assume that X, is countable pre-Kunen, X is p-dense 
in 2”, Y is a subset of X with Y, isomorphic to X,, and Z is a p-nowhere dense 
subset of Y. 
Lemma 1. Under the above assumption, there is a p-nowhere dense subset Z’ of Y 
withZcZ’sothatifEisr-clopenwithZ’cE, thenE,~(YnE),~Y,. 
Proof. If Y, has a top level Y(a), then by hypothesis Y(c-u) cX(cu) = top level of 
X,. Let Z’ = Z u W, where W is a p-nowhere dense subset of Y(a), I W 1 = I Y(LY) I. 
Otherwise we can find a p-nowhere dense set W = {y,: n < w) c Y where 
sup{ht, y,: n <w} = sup{ht, yn: n < w} = ht X,. Let Z’ = Z U W. 
In either case, any T-cloden cover E of Z’ has the same Cantor-Bendixson 
invariants as X, and as (Y f? E),, which suffices. 0 
Lemma 2. Under the above assumption, there is a p-nowhere dense &open set E 
with Z c E and E, = (E n Y>,. 
Proof. By the previous lemma, we may assume that if E is r-clopen with Z c E, 
then E, = (Y n E), = Y,. So it suffices to cover Z with a 7-clopen p-nowhere dense 
set E. Let X = {x,: n < w), and let {u,: n < w) be a p-base for 2”. 
By induction construct sequences {E,: n < w) and (v,: n < w} so that 
(i) each E, is a compact r-open p-nowhere dense neighborhood of x,, 
(ii) for all m, n either E, = E, or E,,, n E, = @, 
(iii> each v, is a nonempty p-clopen subset of u, avoiding Z, 
(iv) for all i, n, v,nEj=@ if ZnE,#@. 
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We can do (iv) because the finite union of p-nowhere dense sets is p-nowhere 
dense, because lJ I < n~i is a p-clopen set avoiding Z, and because r refines p. 
Let E = U{E,: E, CT Z # @I. By construction, E is r-clopen and p-nowhere 
dense. q 
The construction, part 1. At each stage LY we will have X,, the ath Cantor-Bend- 
ixson initial segment of our final space X, and a countable collection & of 
p-nowhere dense sets, where the k!~‘~ are increasing. We will require that (X\X,> 
nE=@ for all EE~~+~. 
Here is how to get X Luzin and fulfill goal B: List all p-closed p-nowhere 
dense sets as {E,: CY < w,}. List all pairs (Z, 0) where Z is countable p-nowhere 
dense, D is countable, and Z CD, as {(Z,, 0,): (Y < w,) so each (Z, 0) is listed 
on a stationary set of indices. Put E, in &9’a + i. By our requirement on the ga,, X 
will be Luzin. We do nothing about (Z, 0) = (Z,, 0,) unless cl,D is a r-closed 
subset of X, homeomorphic to (X,),. If this holds, we construct E using Lemma 
2, and put cl,E in &+,. Thus E will remain r-clopen in X. 
We show that goal B is met: Suppose Y is an uncountable r-closed subset of X, 
Z is a p-nowhere dense subset of Y. Then C = {a: (YnX,), = (X,), and Z cX,) 
is a closed unbounded set. Let D be dense in Y with Z c D. There is some (Y E C 
with (Z, D> = (Z,, 0,). The set E we constructed at this stage ensures that goal B 
is met. 
To complete this part of the construction we need to show how to extend X, so 
X\X,nE =@ for all EE~?~+,. This will be shown in Lemma 14, where it is 
folded into the main concern of the rest of the paper: meeting goal A. 
6. Double homeomorphisms 
We will need to construct functions between initial segments of the final space 
X, and initial segments of uncountable r-closed subspaces Y, these functions must 
preserve both T and p, and must get carried along throughout the levels of the 
construction. 
Definition 3. Suppose X7 and Z, are pre-Kunen. A map f : X -+ Z is said to be a 
double homeomorphism iff 
(i) f is a homeomorphism from X, to Z,, 
(ii) there is a countable collection 9 of p-clopen sets forming a p-basis for 
cl,(X), and a countable collection %? of p-clopen sets so that {B n Z: B E 5~“) 
forms a p-basis for cl,(Z) so that 
(a) the map f : 9 
phism, 
+ %3’ defined by f(B) = cl,, f [ B n Xl is a Boolean isomor- 
(b) for all x EX, and all B ~9, x E B iff f(x) Ed. 
We say f is a double homeomorphism from X7 to Z,. 
Claim 4. If f : X,+ Z is a double homeomorphism, then it uniquely generates a 
homeomorphism f from cl,(X) to cl,(Z). 
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Proof. Since cl,(X) and cl,(Z) are compact, this is a direct application of the 
Stone duality theorem. q 
Remark. The composition of double homeomorphisms is a double homeomor- 
phism. 
Convention. If cl,(X) = 2”, we assume ‘iFc9. 
What gives us the right to assume this convention? The space 2” is retractive, 
i.e., every map from 2” to a closed subset of 2” has a retract. The dual of this 
statement is: if Y is a p-closed subset of 2” and E’ is a basis for Y, then there is a 
l-l homomorphic embedding I++ from %? into 9 = the usual basis for 2“’ so that 
I/J(C) n Y = C. Such an embedding is called a Lfting; it embeds %? isomorphically 
as a subalgebra of 35’. For the rest of this paper we will not bother to distinguish 
between %? and its isomorphic image I,!J(%?). 
7. Fullness 
In constructing double homeomorphisms there are two ways we can run into 
trouble: a level of one of our subspaces has a p-isolated point; or a level has 
closure greater than the closure of a higher level. Kunen spaces which avoid both 
possibilities wil be known as full. 
Definition 5. A Kunen space X, is full iff, for every p-open set u, u n cl,X f fl iff 
u n X is uncountable. 
Lemma 6. XT is full Kunen iff 
(a) If (Y < w I then X,(a) is p-dense in X. 
(b) Zf (Y <w, then (X,(a)>, = Q. 
Proof. Sufficiency is clear. We prove necessity. For condition (a>, since p CT, if 
LY < w1 then X,((Y) is p-dense in X”. Since X\X” is countable, it contains no 
p-open subset of X. So Xc cl,X*. For (b), note that X has no p-isolated points, 
so neither does any dense subset. 0 
Lemma 7. If XT is full Kunen and Y is an uncountable r-closed thick subset of X, 
then Y, is full. 
Proof. Suppose u is p-open, u n cl,Y # 6. Since Y is thick, we may assume 
u c int,cl,Y. If Y is dense in any open subset u of CL, then X n u c cl,Y, and, since 
X is full Kunen, we are done. But if Y is p-nowhere dense in u, then cl,Y n u is 
p-nowhere dense, so u n int,cl,Y = 6. •I 
If we want our final space to be full, its initial segments have to have the 
combinatorial properties of fullness in Lemma 6. We codify this by the following. 
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Definition 8. A countable pre-Kunen space X, is pre-f&Z iff it has no p-isolated 
points, cl,X,(O) is uncountable, and, for all cr, p < ht X,, cl,X,(a) = cl,X,(p). 
(Note that by definition, a pre-full space is countable pre-Kunen.) 
Remark. No pre-full space is compact. 
8. Double homeomorphisms exist 
The first step in moving towards goal A is to construct the right double 
homeomorphisms. The first partial step is showing that double homeomorphisms 
exist between pre-full sets. The construction is an application of the Rasiowa- 
Sikorski lemma. 
Lemma 9. Suppose X, and Z, are pre-full, where ht X, = ht Z,. Then there is a 
double homeomorphism f from X, to Z,. 
Proof. By the remark, X,, Z, are not compact. Let 9 be a countable Boolean 
algebra of p-clopen sets which is a lifting for a p-basis of cl,(X). Let E’ be a 
countable Boolean algebra of p-clopen sets which is a lifting for a p-basis of 
cl,(Z). Let J be the countable collection of r-clopen r-compact subsets of X 
with a single top point, and let JV be the countable collection of &clopen 
&compact subsets of Z with a single top point. 
We define a function cp to be an approximation iff 
(1) dom (p=~U~UZ where ~E[X]<~, %E[s]<~, %E[J#“]<~. 
(2) cp:s+z, cp:z+‘z, cp:z+Jzr. 
(3) (a) PY is a partition of cl,X and cp[%] is a partition of cl,Z, 
(b) z is pairwise disjoint, 
(c) for every H E 2 there is some u E 7~ with H c U, 
(d) S is the set of top points of elements of #. 
(4) (a) cp is l-l; 
(b) if q(H) =K then H, is isomorphic to K, under an isomorphism 
extending cp I (S n H >. 
(5) For every x E S, every u E %, and every H E A?%“, x E H c u iff q(x) E q(H) 
c C&L>, and q(x) is the top point of q(H). 
(6) If 9 is the Boolean algebra generated by Y/U 2, and &’ is the Boolean 
algebra generated by cp[%! u ~1 then cp extends to a Boolean isomorphism 
from g onto ,&. 
Given two approximations $I, cp, we say I& < cp iff ??Jti refines ?Yq; xti refines sq; 
S,cS,; +IS,=cp]S,; for every HER?& q(H)= U{+(K): KcH and KE%$ 
and for every u E YY+,, q(u) = U{I,!J,(U): u c u and c E XJ. 
Before continuing with the proof of Lemma 9, we need a general fact about 
LCS spaces. 
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Fact 9.1. Suppose X, is a countable LCS, and .z E E a r-open set. Suppose F+ is an 
LCS with F+ = E,. Let K c F be compact where ht,K > ht,z, K, embeds in E,, and 
either E, is not compact or ht K, < ht, E. Then there is a compact r-open K * c E 
with z EK*, K7* SK 7, and (F\K)+ = (E\K*),. 
Proof. Since the height of a compact scattered space is a successor ordinal, either 
ht,E > ht,K, or E has an infinite top level. In either case, throwing out a set K * 
with the same Cantor-Bend&on invariants as K leaves (F\K), G (E\K*),, so 
we just have to find a compact r-open K * with z E K *, K,* = K,. Let H c E be 
a compact r-open set with z the top point of H; hence ht,H =z ht,K. If necessary, 
fatten H up to a set whose Cantor-Bend&on invariants are the same as those of 
K. q 
Remark. Since X,, Z, are pre-full, if w ~227 (respectively %?I, then for every 
p < ht(X,), w n X (respectively w n Z) has infinite intersection with X,(p) (re- 
spectively Z,(p)>. Hence for all w ~58 (respectively 52’1, (w nX), =X, (respec- 
tively (w f3 Z)+ = Z,>. 
Continuing with the proof of Lemma 9, we state 
Claim 9.2. For every approximation cp, and every x E X, there is q!r < cp with x E 
dom I). 
Proof. Suppose x E dom cp. There is a unique u E %,, with x E u. If there is 
H E Zq with x E H, then x is not the top point of H. Let K be a compact r-open 
subset of H with x the top point of K. Let (Y = ht,x, and let x* E p(H) with 
ht,x * = (Y. Apply Fact 9.1, with p(H) playing the role of E, x * playing the role of 
z, and K playing the role of K. 
If there is no HE AYV with x E H, let K be a compact r-open subset of u with 
x the top point of K, K n U 2, = @. By the remark, E = q[u\ U 2Yq1 is r-homeo- 
morphic to u. Let x* E E with ht,x = ht+x* and again apply Fact 9.1. 0 
Subclaim 9.3. For every approximation cp, and every H EA?, there is 1+9 < cp with H a 
finite union of elements of A?*. 
Proof. Suppose H is not a finite union of elements of 2?+,.. It suffices to show that 
for every J E 2Yq and every u G&‘~ we can find 1+5 extendmg cp so that J n H and 
(u n HI\ U 2YV are unions of finite elements of 2YV. 
Fix J E A?,,, and consider J n H. If the top point of J is a top point of H, we let 
K = J\H with top point x, pick x* E q(J) with ht,x = ht+x* and apply Fact 9.1 
with E = q(J) to get K *. Extend cp to $ so J\H, J n H are both elements of xti 
with q!r(J\H) = K*, $(Jn H) = cp(J)\K*. If the top point of J is not a top point 
of H, we let K = H n J and again apply Fact 9.1. Fix u EJ~ and let E = q(u)\ 
U H t x cp(H ). Again using Fact 9.1 we can extend cp to an approximation $ so 
that H~uE~?#. 0 
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Subclaim 9.4. For every approximation cp, and evlery u ~9, there is +!I < cp with u a 
finite union of elements of %+. 
Proof. It suffices to show that for every c E %, we can extend cp to 4 so 
u n u E iY#. Fix v E gq and assume c \u # @. Let w be a p-clopen subset of q(c) 
so, for all HE +%YP, (H n v n ulT = (cp(H) n cp(v) n wj7 and ((c n u)\H), = ((cp(u> 
n w)\cp(H)),; and so ~(c)\w f @. Extend cp to 4 so $(u n c> = w. 0 
By symmetry, the duals of these subclaims hold, so by a back and forth 
argument Lemma 9 is proved. q 
9. Separating images 
To make our final space Hausdorff we need a strengthening of Lemma 9. Let’s 
see what could cause us trouble. At stage (Y we have an initial segment of our final 
space and a countable set of double homeomorphisms that we want to extend to 
the final space. We want to add the next level of points. But we could run into 
trouble if two of these homeomorphisms, f and g, agree on a large set of points in 
2w-we might not be able to guarantee that for every point x at the next stage 
f(x) and g(x) could be separated by r-open sets; or we might not be able to find 
neighborhoods of points at the next level which refine a p-neighborhood basis 
(worst case: for some x on the next level, f(x) =g(x) for all f, g we are trying to 
preserve). So we need to restrict ourselves to families of double homeomorphisms 
which avoid this problem. 
Definition 10. Suppose F is a countable family of homeomorphisms from 2” into 
subsets of itself. Let G, be the family of partial functions obtained by closing F 
under inverse and composition. F is separating iff, for all g, h E G,, {x E dom g 
n dom h: g(x) = h(x)} is nowhere dense. (We will abbreviate this set as {g = h}.) 
Fact 11. Suppose F is a countable family of homeomorphisms from 2” into subsets of 
itself. If g, h E G, then {g = h} is a closed subset of 2”. 
Now we are ready to add a double homeomorphism which respects ones we 
already have, i.e., we have a separating family and we add to it a new double 
homeomorphism so that the extended family is still separating. 
Lemma 12. Suppose: 
(i) X, is pre-full pre-Kunen and cl,X = 2”, 
(ii) Z and, for each n < CO, Z,, are pre-full subsets of X, 
(iii) cl,(X) = 2”, 
(iv) X, z Z,, 
(v) for each n there is a double homeomorphism f, from X, to (Z,),, ,. 
(vi) {f,: n < w} is separating. 
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Then there is a double homeomorphism f from X, to Z, so that IfI U {fn: n < w) is 
separating . 
Remark. This lemma makes use of the convention in Section 6. 
Proof. We modify the proof o,f Lemma 9 as follows. 
Let G = G, where F = {f,: n < 0). Let H be the set of names of the form 
g,f”g,f’Zg,...f’ng, h w ere g, # e = identity, each g, E G, each f ‘k is either f or 
f-‘, and if gk+r = e then f it+l = f ‘k. We want to construct f so that, in part, every 
element in G, U tfj has a unique representation by a name in H. 
for h E H, E a set, and cp an approximation, we define h,(E), the interpreta- 
tion of h[E] by cp, as follows 
(a) if h E G, h,(E) = h[El, 
(b) if h = gh’, h,(E) =g[hL(E)l, 
(c) if h =fi’ th en 
(d) if h = f-‘h’ h 
h,(E) = UIq(u): u E zY, and h;(E) n p(u) z @I, 
t en h,(E) = U(u: u E gq and h;(E) CT u # 6). 
We will show, by induction on the length of h, 
Subclaim 12.1. If g E G, h E H, g f h, cp is an approximation, and u is p-clopen, 
then there is a p-clopen set w c u and an approximation I,!J extending cp with 
Awl n h,(w) = @. 
Folding this construction into the construction of Lemma 9 will then give us the 
double homeomorphism f of Lemma 12. 
Remark. By hypothesis on F, if g, g’ are distinct elements of G then tJ{w: w is 
p-clopen and g[wl ng’[w] = fl) is dense. 
Before beginning the proof of Subclaim 12.1, we need more definitions. 
Definition 12.2. Let h, h’ E H. Then h’ <h iff, for some h”, h = h”h’. L(h) = 
{h’: h’ < h). 
Note that if h’ <h then h’ # h. 
Definition 12.3. Let Q E [HI <O, w be p-clopen, cp an approximation. Then 9 splits 
Q uia w iff 
(a> {h,(w): h E Q) c Zq, 
(b) for all h E Q, either h,(w) E cp[~~l, or h,(w) n Z = @, 
(c) for all distinct h, h’ E Q, either cp(h,(w)) n h;(w) = @, or cp(h+(w)) = h:(w) 
and either h’=fh or h =f-‘h’. 
Remark. To prove Lemma 12, it suffices to show that for every cp, every h E H, 
every g E G, and every u, there is I,!J extending q, w CU, where I,!J splits L(h) U {g). 
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The first step of our induction is 
Claim 12.4. For every approximation cp, every g’, g E G with g #g’, and every 
&open u, there is I) an extension of cp and w a p-clopen subset of u so that $ splits 
{g, g’} via w. 
Proof. Since G is separating, we pick w small enough so g[w], g’(w) are disjoint 
and refine elements of %!V and, for h = g, g’, either there is u E cp[%J with 
h[wl CL? Z h[wl, or Z n h[wl = @. Now extend cp to 4 with g[w], g’[w] E $?& so (b) 
holds ((c) is moot). •I 
Our hypothesis when we are dealing with $4, f-‘h, or gh is: 
SPLIT,: For every approximation cp, every g’ E G with g’ f h, and 
every p-clopen U, there is I,!J an extension of cp and w a p-clopen subset 
of u so that i/~ splits L(h) u {g) via w. 
So suppose that SPLIT,, holds, where h =fi’. We will prove SPLIT,. 
Fix cp, U, g. Suppose $ extends cp, + splits L(h’) u {gl via w CU. Without loss 
of generality, cp itself splits L(h’) u {g} via w c ~1. We want to find IJJ < cp, where 4 
splits L(h) u {g). 
For each h” <h, let hi(w) =A,,, U B,,, where A,,,, B,,, are disjoint p-clopen 
sets so that if h” = gh”’ then A,,, = g[ Ah,,,] (hence B,,, = g[ BhC,I). First we construct 
%/$ by extending ?!YV to & where each A,,!, B,,, E gti. If h” =@I”, we put 
rjr(Ah,,,) = A,,,. If h” = fP’h”‘, we put $(Ah,,) = A,,,. 
Let g’ be the unique g E G with g <h. Let c be the unique p-clopen subset of 
w with g’[u] = A,,. Then, for each h” <h, A,,, = h;(c). 
We still need to define $r(AhC). Define p-clopen sets A, c qo(h$(w)) and c’ c u 
so that 
(a) g[u’l nA, =@, 
(b) for every w’ E ?Yp u cp(7Yv) U {A,,,: h” < hJ U {B,,,: h” < h) either g[v’] c w’ 
or g[ v’] n w’ = @, 
where B, = cp(h$(w))\A,. 
Now set $(Ah,) = A,. Do whatever else is necessary to make 4 an extension of 
cp. Note that h,(c’) CA, and g[u’l nA, = fl. If g[u’l P %$,, extend 1,4 to some $’ 
so that g[u’] E Y,,,. 
The proofs for h = f-‘h’, and for h = gh’ where g E G, are similar, and left to 
the reader. q 
Lemmas 9 and 12 tell us how to add one function to countably many. For 
fullness, however, we have to construct countably many functions simultaneously at 
the first stage. This is done in 
Lemma 13. Suppose X=X,(O) is countable p-dense in 2”, and for each p-clopen u, 
Z, =X(O) n u. Then there is a separating family {f,,: u p-clopen) of double homeo- 
morphisms where each f, : X, + (Z,),. 
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The proof of Lemma 13 is left to the reader. Note that X,, and hence each 
(Z,),, are discrete, making the job easier. 
This completes the first step of moving towards goal A. 
10. Double homeomorphisms can be extended 
Suppose that, by the previous sections, we have an initial segment of our space 
and a bunch of double homeomorphisms from it to some of its r-closed subsets. 
Can we extend the space to the next level and still preserve the double homeomor- 
phisms we already are committed to? And can we do this avoiding a pre-de- 
termined countable family of nowhere dense sets? This is the second step in 
moving towards goal A and the last step in fulfilling goal B. 
Lemma 14. Suppose the following hold: 
(i) X, is pre-full (hence countable pre-Kunen), 
(ii) cl,X = 2”, 
(iii) ht X, = (Y, 
(iv) (Z,: n < w) is a family of thick pre-full (in the sense of r) subsets of X, 
(v) if u is p-clopen, then, for some n, Z, = u n X, 
(vi) for every n there is a double homeomorphism f,, : X, + (Z,),, 
(vii) {f,: n < w} is separating, 
(viii) {E,: n < w} is a family of p-nowhere dense sets. 
Then there is (X’, r’) pre-Kunen with 
(ix) XCX’, 
(XI T’ fI9(X) = T, 
(xi) ht X’=a+ 1, 
(xii) X:,(a) = X’\X and, f or some x EX’\X, {fn<x>: n <w) CX’\X, 
(xiii) each f,, extends to a double homeomorphism fi : Xi, + (c~,,Z,,)~,, 
(xiv) for every x E X’\X, for every n < w, x E cl,[(Z,),(O)l iff x E cl,r[(Z,),40)1, 
(xv) for each n, (cl,E,) f~ (X’\X) = @, 
(xvi) X’\X is p-dense in 2”. 
Remarks. (1) If f,’ exists, then it equals f:, I X’. 
(2) Condition (xvi) follows from (v) and (xiii). 
(3) By (xiii) and (xvi), for each n, (cl,,Z,) (LY) is p-dense in cl,Z,, so cl,<Z, is 
pre-full. 
Proof. Let G = G, where F = {fn: n < 01. 
Subclaim 14.1. Zf g E G and E is p-nowhere dense, then g[ E] = {g(x): x E dom g CI 
EJ is p-nowhere dense. 
Proof. Let g = h, 0 . . . 0 h, where each h, is either some f:, or some fil. We 
proceed by induction on n. If n = 1, then g is a homeomorphism from a thick set 
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to a thick set, so the subclaim holds. Let g = h, 0 . . . 0 h, where each h, is either 
some fn, or some j+tK1, and suppose that the statement is true for h = h, 0 . . . 0 h,, 
i.e., h[E] is p-nowhere dense. Since dom h, is thick, h[El rl dom h, is p-nowhere 
dense in dom h,, so h,[h[ E]] is p-nowhere dense, and the subclaim is proved. q 
For g E G, define Y, = image of g. For g, h E G, let Bx,h = cl&Y, n Yhl if this 
intersection is p-nowhere dense; otherwise B,,, = (d. Let Ns,h = {g = h). Let B = 
U ntw,ftGf[qAJ” U f,g,hEG(f[Bg,hl ~f[N~,~l). BY the subclaim, B is the 
countable union of p-nowhere dense sets, so 2”\B is nonempty. Pick x E 2”\B. 
Let H = {g E G: dom g is thick and x E dom g). If g E H then, since g[ B] = B 
for all g E G, g(x) E 2”\B. 
Enumerate H as {g,: k E w), where g, is the identity function, let S = {g(x): g 
E H}, and enumerate S as {yk: yk = gk(xll. Note that the yk are distinct, and that 
each f:, E H. We will set X’\X= S. 
There are two steps in constructing the topology on X’: first, we must find the 
right sequence t * which is p-converging to x (in particular, if g E H then g[t] 
must p-converge to g(x)); and then we must find the right neighborhood base for 
x (in particular, if U is basic open for x in X’, then g[U] must be basic open for 
g(x) in dX’l>. 
A first approximation to t *. Suppose yk E Y,, g = g,, h = g,. By definition, 
yk E Y,. So Yh n YR is uncountable, hence perfect, hence yk is not isolated in 
Yh n Y,. Pick a sequence t, which converges to x so that g[tk] c Y,, n Y,. By 
fullness we can require that {ht,g(z): z E tk} is either an w-sequence whose sup is 
ht,X or consists of the single element (ht,X) - 1. Let t be a sequence converging 
to x where t n t, is infinite for all y, E S. Unfortunately, t is not quite our 
sequence t *. To see what more we need to do, we need to examine how the 
neighborhoods are constructed. 
What we need to do. We want a sequence t * = 12,: n < w) so that we may assign to 
every z E t * a compact r-open neighborhood of z, Hz, so that if U = U z t f Hz 
then for every n < w there are U, r-clopen, where 
(a> U = U,. 
(b) Y,, n U, cg,[U] and g,[U]\ U,, is compact. 
(c) If y1 # m then U, n U, is compact. 
Given these properties we will let the basic clopen neighborhoods of y, have the 
form 1 y,) u (u n (U,\K)), where K is compact in X, u is p-clopen, and y, E u. 
Since, for every p-clopen u, g,[u] is p-clopen in range g,, this will complete the 
proof of the lemma. 
We will start with the sequence t we’ve already constructed. We will construct 
by induction a sequence t * = {z n: n < w) c t (hence all the necessary convergence 
properties hold) and, as we build t *, we also construct compact r-open sets H,, 
Ki,n So 
(9 z, EH,, 
(ii> K,,, n Y,, = gi[ HaI, 
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(iii) (H,: II < w) U (Ki,,: i G n < w) is pairwise disjoint, 
(iv) each U kGnEkn(Ku Ui<nKi,n)=@- 
Letting U = U .<mHa and Q= Ui<n<w Ki,, will complete the proof of the 
lemma. 
The construction. The construction of t *, (H,. . n <co), and {Ki,n: i < II < w) is 
straightforward given the following facts: 
(1) By definition of x, if g, h E G then g[tl n hit] is finite. 
(2) Since t converges (in p) to a point not in X, t is T-closed T-discrete, so each 
compact T-neighborhood contains only finitely many points in t; the same holds for 
each g[tl, g E G. 
(3) S n cl,,& = @, hence g(t) n cl,E, is finite, for all g E G. 
Thus at stage IZ, when we define z, we need only avoid t n [U i < n H,, U 
Uick<n Ki,kU UkGn cl Ek], which is a finite set, and to ensure that z, E u a p 
p-n&ghborhood of x where {gi[u]: i < n] is pairwise disjoint. 
The last step in the proof of Lemma 14 is to note that every h E H is a double 
homeomorphism on dom h n X’. 0 
11. The rest of the construction 
Let ID,: (Y < w,} list the countable thick subsets of 2” so that each such set is 
listed on a stationary set of indices. At stage (Y < w1 we have constructed Z, which 
is pre-full, cl,Z = 2”, ht Z, = (Y. (Z, is destined to become (X,), where X, is our 
final space. Thus (ZT)P = (X,), for all /3 < a.) 
At stage CY we also have a countable separating set A, of double homeomor- 
phisms from Z, where for each p-clopen u there is some fe A, with range 
f = u n Z. We have ga’,, a countable set of p-closed p-nowhere dense sets, as in 
Section 5, and we require, as in Section 5, that X\X, n E = @ for all E E iFa+ 1. 
We assume that ga+, is defined so as to include the sets necessary to ensure 
goal B. 
Here’s the rest of the construction at stage (Y: 
Suppose Z n cl,D, is either not thick, not T-homeomorphic to Z,, or not 
pre-full. We extend Z to Z;, as in Lemma 14, so Z’\Z n E = 6 for all E in ga+l, 
and so homeomorphisms in A, extend to Zi,. (In particular, the nowhere dense 
sets which get thrown out in Lemma 14-the images of the Ng,h, Bn,h, and cl&E,) 
under the functions in A,-are put into ge+ ,.> Let A,, 1 be the set of extensions 
of homeomorphisms in A,. 
If Z n cl,D, is thick, T-homeomorphic to Z,, and pre-full, first construct f a 
double homeomorphism from Z, to (Z n cl,D,), by Lemmas 9 and 12 so A, U if) 
is separating; then extend Z to Zi, as in Lemma 14, so Z’\Z n E = f# for all E in 
8 cu+l, and so homeomorphisms in A, U (f 1 extend to Zi,. (Again, the nowhere 
dense sets which get thrown out in Lemma 14-the images of the Nn,h, Bg,h, and 
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cl,(E,) under the functions in A,-are put into ga+i_) Let Aa+, be the set of 
extensions of homeomorphisms in A, u {f}. 
We need to show 
If D is thick, then (Xn c~,D)~ is full. (T) 
Ensuring (7). By construction, each (X,>(a) is dense in 2”, so for all p-open U, 
X n u is uncountable. Since X, is Kunen, (X n cl,D) \cl,D is countable. Sup- 
pose w is p-open, w n D # @. Since D is thick, without loss of generality w c cl, D. 
So cl,D n w = (X n w)\S for some countable S. But Xn w is uncountable, and 
we are done. 
Finally, we need to check that goal A holds, i.e., if Y is uncountable thick 
T-closed, then X, E Y,. 
Goal A is fulfilled. Let Y be uncountable thick T-closed, D = (YJ(O>. D is thick, so 
D, z Q. By (i-1, Y is full. Hence, by a Lowenheim-Skolem argument, there is a 
club C cwl so that if (Y E C then (Y,), is homeomorphic to (X,1, and (Y,), is 
pre-full. Pick (Y E C so D = Da. The double homeomorphism f constructed at 
stage (Y ensures that goal A is satisfied. 
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